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	Alex Wolfe1
	Alex Wolfe2
	Untitled


	Balance 1: Yes
	Balance 2: Yes
	Balance 3: Off
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	Balance 5: Off
	Balance 6: Off
	Balance 7: Off
	Balance 8: Off
	Balance 9: Off
	Balance 10: Off
	Fitness: [6]
	Coordination: [6]
	Keen: [4]
	Personality: [6]
	Brawn: [1]
	Brawn_Paragon: [ ]
	Tough: [1]
	Tough_Paragon: [ ]
	Dexterity: [1]
	Dexterity_Paragon: [ ]
	Agility: [0]
	Agility_Paragon: [ ]
	Aware: [0]
	Aware_Paragon: [ ]
	Smarts: [0]
	Smarts_Paragon: [ ]
	Charm: [0]
	Charm_Paragon: [ ]
	Will: [0]
	Will_Paragon: [ ]
	Identity 1: Badass Biker
	Identity_Die 1: [8]
	Identity 2: Wolfe of Wallace
	Identity_Die 2: [6]
	Identity 3: Kind of a Thief
	Identity_Die 3: [4]
	Identity 4: 
	Identity_Die 4: [ ]
	Identity 5: 
	Identity_Die 5: [ ]
	Identity 6: 
	Identity_Die 6: [ ]
	In_A_Spot: Off
	Roughed_Up 1: Off
	Roughed_Up 2: Off
	Roughed_Up 3: Off
	Wounded 1: Off
	Wounded 2: Off
	Wounded 3: Off
	Taxed 1: Off
	Taxed 2: Off
	Identity_Focus 1: Connected
	Identity_Subfocuses 1: Status
	Identity_Focus 2: Temple
	Identity_Subfocuses 2: 
	Identity_Focus 3: 
	Identity_Subfocuses 3: 
	Identity_Focus 4: 
	Identity_Subfocuses 4: 
	Faction_Benefit: Low Road
	Deep_Need: Family. Your real family sucked. When the Alpine pack found you, they gave you something you needed
	Situational_Need 1: 
	Situational_Need 2: 
	Situational_Need 3: 
	Situational_Need 4: 
	Domain_Faction: [Freedom]
	Domain_Family: [Primal]
	Domain_Personal: [Victory]
	Art 1: Mr. Hyde
	Art 2: 
	Art 3: 
	Art 4: 
	Art 5: 
	Art 6: 
	Art 7: Titanic Fortitude
	Art 8: Troll's Blood
	Art 9: 
	Art 10: 
	Art 11: 
	Art 12: 
	Art 13: 
	Art 14: 
	Art 15: 
	Art 16: 
	Art 17: 
	Art 18: 
	Depletion_d4: Off
	Depletion_d6: Off
	Depletion_d8: Off
	Depletion_d10: Off
	Depletion_d12: Off
	Depletion_d20: Off
	Gaes_Faction_Type 1: [Bane]
	Gaes_Faction_Description 1: Silver
	Gaes_Faction_Type 2: [Metamorphosis]
	Gaes_Faction_Description 2: Luna's Curse
	Gaes_Family_Type 1: [Transformation]
	Gaes_Family_Description 1: Wolfsbane
	Gaes_Family_Type 2: [Metamorphosis]
	Gaes_Family_Description 2: Loup-Garou
	Gaes_Personal_Type: [Obligation]
	Gaes_Personal_Description: Loyal
	Name: Alex Wolfe
	Title: 2 of Spades, Citizen
	Conspiracy: Tuatha De
	Faction: Nocturne
	Family: Wolfe
	Tulpa: The Werewolf of Wallace
	Arts: Mr. HydeBy making a depletion check, you gain the ability to transform into a single different shape other than your natural form. This new form can be wildly different than your normal appearance, such as an animal, a different sex, or even a tree. In this form you retain all of your normal senses and can speak, even if the form wouldn’t normally allow. Use the transformation rules in Chapter 3 to determine the mechanical effects of the transformation. With the director’s approval you may make a depletion check to access some of the traits of your alternate forms without transforming all the way, such as a vampire’s heightened sense of smell from their wolf form. Each family of Nocturne have their own transformation. It’s the form their geas transformation forces them into during the full moon. When it’s not the full moon, the Nocturne can change back and forth between this form without having to make the normal depletion check, including partial transformations.Titanic FortitudeYou are immune to all natural poisons and diseases. Even supernatural maladies pose little danger to you due to your innate resilience, adding your highest rank in a Primal art as advantage steps to resist them. You may choose to allow yourself to suffer the effects, such as imbibing strong drink. When suffering from the negative effects of magic, such as drinking a magic potion, you may add your resistance bonus to those dramatic action rolls, if any. If you fail to resist a supernatural affliction, you recover from it twice as fast as other oratum. In addition, by making a depletion check, you can ignore the disadvantage imposed by harm conditions for the remainder of the current scene. If the moon is in the sky, a Wolfe doesn’t need to make a depletion check to benefit from the expanded effects of this art.Troll’s BloodYour wounds heal incredibly quickly. By making a depletion check, you gain the benefits of a heal action. You heal all harm conditions after resting to take the normal heal action instead of only healing or downgrading a single condition. This healing can do things that modern medicine can’t, such as regrowing lost body parts. This healing leaves no marks or scars behind. The exception is for harm done by a bane, which cannot be healed by arts. A Wolfe gains the benefits of healing all wounds at the end of any scene in which they aren’t killed. This benefit doesn’t require depletion checks.
	Faction Benefits: Low RoadThe Nocturne are masters of moving around the oratum world despite its supposedly strict boundaries. A Nocturne never needs to make a check to avoid being noticed while passing through oratum territory, unless there are unusual circumstances involved, like they are actively being hunted. Moreover, the other factions tend to be naturally lenient on Nocturne who are found where they’re not supposed to be. A Nocturne can get away with as many casual trespassing as their social rank per season.
	Geasa: Bane: Silver. The touch of silver is painful, and extended contact causes blisters. Weapons coated insilver do baned harm.Transformation: Luna’s Curse. The Nocturne are robbed of their normal form, forced to transform in the light of the full moon. Minor: Will only transform when bathed in the light of a full moon.Bane: Wolfsbane. Consuming wolfsbane is toxic to Wolfes, weapons coated in it are poisonous. Areas with it planted are repellent to Wolfes, acting as a Prohibition geas.Transformation: Loup-Garou. During the full moon, they lose themselves to a primal anger and transform into a giant wolf. This form is size Large and has the following features: Dumb, Maladroit, Natural Weapons, Special Sense, Unnatural Obligation: Loyal. To submit to a leader who has proven their worth.


